
Better stories lead to stronger policies
AvePoint Insights makes it easy to monitor Office 365 permissions with tenant-wide security reports. We use 
Microsoft’s own security, activity, and compliance feeds to aggregate sensitivity and activity data across Teams, 
Groups, SharePoint, and OneDrive, which means we’re not crawling Microsoft 365 or adding to your throttle 
concerns. Then, your critical issues are prioritized for action based on your organization’s personalized definition 
of risk. From there, your IT team can edit in bulk from actionable reports. Security dashboards help demonstrate 
reduced risk and progress over time for anonymous links, external user access, and shadow users. 

It’s never been easier to uncover the risks in your collaboration workspaces.

Monitor Security Prioritize for Action Prove Outcomes

Find, prioritize, and fix controls for permissions, 
membership, and sharing. 

Understand Your Collaboration Risk
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Accessible content available upon request

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

For a comprehensive list 
of new features in this 
release, please view our 
release notes.
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AVEPOINT INSIGHTS

Personalized Monitoring 
• Aggregate Microsoft 365 permissions and                                                                          

security data with activity and sensitive           
information types  

• Report on permissions data across your tenant, 
or drill down into Teams, Groups, SharePoint, 

users
• Track high-risk activities published by Microsoft, 

including many premium sign-in risk scenarios, 
with a multi-tenant view of user activities and 
aggregated lists to manage Microsoft alerts 

• Critical issues are prioritized according to 

sensitive information types, Sensitivity Labels, 

• Select from Microsoft’s sensitive information 
templates aligned to your industry or region, 
or build your own within Microsoft 365 security 
and compliance centers    

• 
adjust large groups and external user settings

• Drill down into known or potential issues, and 
make edits directly from reports using the 
complete context of content activity history and 
content sensitivity 

Actionable Data
• Take actions individually or in bulk to expire, 

remove, or edit permissions granted to external 
users, shadow users, or via anonymous links 

• Access document and site collection details 
including basic statistics, risk items, permission 
information, and user activity

• 
group of dedicated accounts 

• Get the Microsoft 365 insights you need quickly, 
with tenant-wide object-or user-based search 

Audit & Reporting
• Monitor critical access control and sensitive data 

over time with dynamic dashboards
• Maintain a record of Microsoft 365 and Teams 

adoption and reduced exposure over time 
• Demonstrate the business impact of                 

administrative actions with time-based security 
dashboards that track risk exposure over time 
for anonymous links, external user access, and 
shadow users

• Track your risk score over time to demonstrate 
your Microsoft 365 security posture

• Centrally audit admin activity to track                 
improvements across Teams, Groups, SharePoint, 
and OneDrive

Measure Your Organization’s Potential 
Exposure in Just a Few Clicks

Our out-of-the-box Risk Assessment Report quickly 
summarizes changes to your environment, as well 
as identifying and prioritizing high-risk action items 
that require additional action. Easily sharable, this 
PDF report can be used as a benchmark to track 
progress over time. 
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